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Abstract

Voice fonts are created and stored for a speaker, to be used to
synthesize speech in the speaker’s voice. The most important de-
scriptors of voice fonts are spectral envelope for acoustic units
and prosodic features such as fundamental frequency and aver-
age speaking rate. In this paper, we present a new approach to
model the speaking rate so that it can be easily incorporated in
voice fonts and used for personality transformation. We model
speaking rate in the form of average duration for various acous-
tic units and categories for the speaker. The speaking rate can
be automatically extracted from a speech corpus in the speaker’s
voice using the proposed approach. We show how the proposed
approach can be implemented, and present its performance eval-
uation through various subjective tests.

1. Introduction
Personalized speech synthesis is becoming an area of interest
due to its potential use in a number of applications. Multime-
dia mail, distance learning, very low bit rate speech coding and
movie avtars are a few of these applications. An efficient way of
achieving personalized speech synthesis is to apply personality
transformation on the speech synthesized from a default text-to-
speech synthesis system to get the same speech in the desired
person’s voice. Usually, the term “voice conversion" has been
used in this context to denote the spectral envelope conversion of
the speech signal [1, 2]. However, in general, voice conversion
comprises of two functionalities, viz., the spectral envelope con-
version and prosodic features conversion of the speech signal.
To avoid confusion, we use the term “personality transforma-
tion" in this paper to denote the complete conversion process,
i.e., to convert both the spectral envelope and prosodic features
like fundamental frequency and speaking rate.

In this context, we have proposed the concept of voice fonts
to synthesize personalized speech [3]. Just as text fonts make
the text appear in a particular style, voice fonts make the speech
sound in a particular individual’s voice. Some of the most im-
portant descriptors of voice fonts comprise of spectral envelope
for acoustic units and prosodic features such as fundamental
frequency and rate of speaking. In [3], we have presented a
new technique to model the spectral envelope of acoustic units,
which is used as a descriptor of voice fonts. The proposed ap-
proach, avoids the use of a parallel speech corpus in the source
and target speaker’s voices, which was required in earlier voice
conversion approaches [1, 2]. Hence the approach is used to
independently create voice fonts without being concerned about
the source-target pair.

In this paper we propose a new approach to model speak-
ing rate for an individual which constitutes another descriptor
of voice fonts. It models speaking rate as a function of aver-
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uration of three acoustic categories, viz., voiced, unvoiced
ilence. Using the proposed approach, speaking rate can be
atically extracted from a small speech corpus in the in-
al’s voice. We show how this model can be used, at the
f personality transformation, to time scale the synthesized

h so that it closely matches the target speaker’s speaking

est of the paper is organized as follows. We present a
of prior art in Section 2. The concept of voice fonts

lained in Section 3. Proposed approach is described in
n 4. We describe the experiments conducted to evaluate

erformance of the proposed approach in Section 5. The
s of the experiments are discussed in Section 6.

Prior Art in Modeling Speaking Rate

have been several attempts to model the speaking rate
a speech signal, mostly to study the effect of speaking rate
eech recognition and on spectral characteristics of acoustic
in general. Morgan et al. [4] proposed a parameter, called
e, which measures the first spectral moment of the wide-
energy envelope computed over 1-2 seconds. They found
lation of about 0.5 between enrate and transcribed syllable
In [5], Morgan et al. proposed an improved approach by
ining enrate with a point-wise correlation between pairs
mpressed sub-band energy envelops. This approach used
ple estimators of speaking rate to improve the correlation
transcribed syllable rate. In [6], Kitazawa also proposed
ilar approach to measure speaking rate. In this approach,
ominant spectral peak of the long term full-band energy
ope was used to measure the speaking rate. Faltlhauser et
oposed Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based approach
asure the speaking rate [7]. They trained three GMMs, one
for three categories of speaking rates, i.e., fast, medium
ow. At the time of transformation, these GMMs are scored
e given speech spurt. The speaking rate corresponding to
MM, having the highest score, is chosen as the correct
ing rate. They also proposed a mapping function based
the three scores belonging to GMMs, to obtain a continuous
ing rate from the three broad categories. None of the above
aches is suitable to compute speaking rate, as a descriptor
ice fonts.

ll the approaches described above model the speaking rate
citly by analyzing other features, like energy envelope or
requency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), which are corre-
with the speaking rate. In contrast, we model the speaking
xplicitly from a phonetically aligned speech database, for
ple, in terms of average duration of phones. This way of
ling the speaking rate is easily incorporated in voice fonts
sed at the time of personality transformation.
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Figure 1: Creation of Voice Fonts

A significant amount of research has also been done on the
duration of various acoustic units and its dependency on differ-
ent aspects of speech [8, 9]. In the text-to-speech domain also,
extensive research has been performed on duration modeling
of the speech units. In concatenative text-to-speech synthesis,
the duration of the concatenation unit is determined based upon
phonetic segment identity of the unit, identities of the surround-
ing segments, syllabic stress of the unit, word importance of the
word containing the unit, location of the syllable in the word and
so on [10].

In the context of voice fonts, we want to model speaker de-
pendent variations in the duration of acoustic units. The other
dependencies of duration, e.g., stress, position etc., are not im-
portant as the textual dependencies remain same for the trans-
formed speech. In other words, their effect is already accommo-
dated for, either by the source speaker in case of real speech or by
text-to-speech synthesis system in case of synthesized speech.

3. Voice Fonts and Personality
Transformation

In [3], we proposed the concept of voice fonts to represent in-
dividual characteristics of a person’s voice. We in particular
focus upon three descriptors in voice fonts, viz., fundamental
frequency, spectral envelope and speaking rate. Figure 1 shows
the schematic representation for creation of voice fonts.

3.1. Creation of Voice Fonts

Voice fonts for an individual are created from a speech database
which is in the form of continuous sentences recorded in the
individual’s voice. A phonetically aligned speech database of
these sentences is created through Viterbi Alignment procedure.
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) of a speech recognizer are used
to align the speech with the transcription of the corresponding
text. The extraction of voice font descriptors is discussed below.

3.1.1. Fundamental Frequency

Fundamental frequency is computed for every voiced frame us-
ing a standard autocorrelation based pitch detector, similar to the
pitch detector described in ITU-T standard G.729. An average of
the fundamental frequency, computed over all the voiced frames
in the speech database, constitutes this descriptor of voice fonts.

3.1.2.
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pectral envelope representation, we use 16 dimensional
C feature vectors, extracted from the speech signal by dis-
regularized cepstrum method using a warped frequency
[2]. The phonetic alignments from the speech database
ed to create phone (or diphone) based Gaussian Mixture
ls (GMM) of the MFCC vectors. More details about the

ral envelope representation and its conversion to that of the
d speaker can be found in [3].

Speaking Rate

ling of speaking rate, which is the main subject of this
, is described in Section 4.

Personality Transformation

nality transformation is performed, from source speaker
get speaker, by transforming three characteristics of the
speech signal, viz., fundamental frequency, spectral enve-
nd speaking rate. This is achieved through an integrated

l processing module which uses Harmonic + Noise model
) to analyze the speech signal [11]. HNM assumes the

h spectrum to be divided into two bands separated by max-
voiced frequency. The lower band is modeled by a sum of

onically related sinusoids with slowly varying frequency
mplitude, and the upper band is modeled by modulated
. This can be represented as

ŝ(t) =

k=L(t)∑

k=−L(t)

Ak(t) exp (jktwo(t)) + e(t) (1)

wo(t) is the fundamental frequency, Ak(t) is the harmonic
tude and L(t) is number of harmonics in the voiced band
speech signal at time t. e(t) models the noise part of the

l.
sampling frequency of 16 kHz was used in the analysis

rame length equal to current pitch period. For every anal-
rame, harmonic amplitudes Ak(t)s are computed using
by least square optimization between the actual speech

l and the harmonic part of ŝ(t). The noise part is modeled
all pole filter of order 15, whose coefficients are extracted

a 40 ms speech window, centered around the analysis frame.
details about the HNM framework can be found in [11].
or every analysis frame, first the spectral envelope is con-

using phone based GMMs, present in the voice fonts for
urce and target speakers [3]. After converting the spectral
ope, the fundamental frequency is scaled using the HNM
work to match the fundamental frequency of the target
er. Finally, the frame is time scaled as described in the
ection.

4. Proposed Approach
odel speaking rate for a person in the form of average dura-
f various acoustic units and categories, measured from the
h sentences recorded by the person. From the phonetically
d speech database, we first compute average duration for
ne over all of its instances in the database. The average
ion Ti, for a phone i can be represented as follows:

Ti =
1

N

N∑

j=1

tij (2)



where tij denotes the duration of jth instance of phone i ut-
tered by the speaker. Averaging tij over all the instances also
eliminates text dependent effects on phone duration.

These average phone durations, Tis, can be used in a num-
ber of ways to represent the speaking rate. One obvious way
to use Tis is to represent average duration of each phone sep-
arately. At the time of personality transformation each phone
is time scaled by its corresponding scale factor between source
and target speakers. This turns out to be a very delicate task as
at the time of transformation, recognizing each phone with high
accuracy and time scaling it accordingly, is very difficult. If a
phone is time scaled with wrong time scaling factor, this can
result in perceptual disorders. At the other extreme, Tis can be
averaged over all the phones to obtain a single representation
of average duration, for all phones. This approach will result
in uniform time scaling of the speech utterance. This, however,
turns out to be a very coarse representation of the speaking rate
with very low flexibility available for the transformation.

We use an intermediate approach to use Tis for voice fonts.
We divide all the phones into three acoustic categories, viz.,
voiced phones, unvoiced phones and silence phone. For a given
category, we take an average of all Tis belonging to the category
and use it to represent the average duration for the category. The
silence phone, which represents a pause between words (inter-
word silence), has another important reason to be separately
modeled as described later in this section. This intermediate
approach to represent the speaking rate provides following ben-
efits:

• During personality transformation, the speech signal can
be accurately segmented into voiced, unvoiced and si-
lence regions and time scaled using their corresponding
scale factors. This is very accurate and computationally
less expensive as compared to recognizing each phone
separately and scaling it.

• This provides flexibility in terms of separate time scaling
for these acoustic categories as compared to uniform time
scaling for the whole speech utterance.

Sp. 1 Sp. 2 Sp. 3 Sp. 4

Voiced (ms) 85.1 108.5 104.9 85.3
SD 39.1 50.39 49.1 39.9

Unvoiced (ms) 98.0 131.8 119.4 103.0
SD 36.7 54.81 53.5 38.0

Silence (ms) 150.6 252.6 146.2 202.7
SD 160.67 241.4 220.6 386.1

Avg. Silence 0.014 0.057 0.041 0.026

Table 1: Average phone durations and silence frequency

We observed major variation in the duration and frequency of
inter-word silence (pause) among various speakers. It was ob-
served that inter-word silence durations for various speakers
were very different as compared to their actual speaking rates.
Average number of such pauses, present in a speech utterance,
also varied a lot among speakers. Average durations for the three
acoustic categories and their corresponding standard deviations
(SD) are shown in Table 1, for four different speakers. The last
row of the table shows the average number of silence phones
spoken by the speaker, in a speech utterance, as a fraction of
non-silence phones. This relates to how frequently the speaker
pauses between words. Due to this phenomenon, we modeled
inter-word silence as a separate category. This can also be con-
sidered as a first step towards modeling speaking style.
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time of personality transformation, the analysis frame is
lassified into voiced, unvoiced or silence frame using the
ing functions:

1 = w1 ∗ (Tzc1 − zc) + w2 ∗ Eavg/Eframe (3)

2 = w3 ∗ (Tzc2 − zc) + w4 ∗ (ACmax − Tacr) (4)

Tzc1 and Tzc2 are thresholds on zero crossing rate, Eavg

rage energy of a frame for the speech utterance, Eframe is
ergy of the current analysis frame, zc denotes current zero

ing rate, ACmax is maximum autocorrelation of the frame
acr is a threshold on the maximum autocorrelation. wi’s
eights given to the individual components in calculating
erall score. First, (3) is used to distinguish silence frames
non-silence frames. If S1 is below a threshold, the frame
sen as a silence frame. In case of non-silence frames, (4)
d to distinguish between voiced and non-voiced frames.
the frame is classified, it is time scaled using a scaling
obtained by dividing the average duration of the acoustic

ory in the voice font for the target speaker by that of the
sponding category in the voice font of the source speaker.

Handling Intra-Word Silence

time of transformation, it is difficult to discriminate inter-
silence from intra-word silences, present mostly before a
d or unvoiced stop sound. Both of them are identical in
coustical properties. The discrimination is very important
erwise the silence present inside the words will also be
by the same scaling factor as of the inter-word silence.

esults in a very annoying speech signal as can be seen from
sults in Section 6.
here are two ways to discriminate between these silences.
first approach, speech signal is time aligned with its corre-
ing text to determine the boundary of the words. This can

hieved through Viterbi alignment through a speech recog-
system in a way similar to what was used to create voice
This is the most accurate way of discriminating inter-word
e from intra-word silence. However, it puts a very strin-
equirement of getting the text corresponding to the speech
aving the acoustic models of a speech recognition system
time of transformation. The second approach makes use
fact that the inter-word silence is generally of longer dura-
s compared to the intra-word silences. This approach thus
a threshold based on mean and standard deviation of the
word silence duration to discriminate. Results for both the
aches are presented in Section 6.

5. Experiments
e experiments were conducted on continuous Hindi speech
nces of 4 to 7 seconds duration. To train the system, 30 min-
f speech was recorded from 4 different speakers. These
peaker were speaking different sentences in Hindi. All
ntences were phonetically aligned using Viterbi Alignment
gh Hidden Markov Models of a large vocabulary continu-
indi speech recognizer, developed at IBM India Research

for dictation task. It uses a Hindi phone set containing 61
s and a vocabulary of more than 65,000 words. It gives
than 95% word recognition rate with a trigram language
l [12]. Using the aligned speech database, voice fonts were
d by computing the descriptors as described in Section 3.

niform time scaling, Tis were averaged over all the phones
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Figure 2: Time scaled speech waveforms

NS US D1 D2 ND

DCR Test 2.65 3.20 3.85 3.75 2.00
Opinion Test 6.75 7.25 8.35 8.15 5.20

Table 2: Results for subjective tests

and for non-uniform scaling three separate average durations
were used for voiced, unvoiced and silence categories.

To distinguish among voiced, unvoiced and silence regions,
10 millisecond frames were analyzed using (3) and (4). Tzc1

was set to 4. A value of 25 was used for Tzc2 when the previous
frame was unvoiced and 30 in case of voiced. Tacr was set to 0.5
when the previous frame was voiced and 0.6 in case of unvoiced.
Two different values of the thresholds were chosen to obtain a
smooth transition between voiced and unvoiced regions.

We conducted subjective tests to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the various approaches used in the experiments.
We applied personality transformation on two different sen-
tences for two different source-target pairs using five possi-
ble approaches. This resulted in a total of 20 synthesized
sentences. The synthesized sentences can be accessed at
http://in.geocities.com/ashish verm/euro03.html. Eight subjects
were asked to listen to these sentences and rate them. In Degra-
dation Category Rating (DCR) test, subjects were asked to rank
the synthesized sentence on a scale of 1 to 5, representing de-
creasing level of degradation from speaking rate and speaking
style of the target person. In the second test, that we call opinion
test, subjects were asked to rank the synthesized sentences on a
scale of 1 to 10, considering closeness of the synthesized speech,
in overall quality, to the target speaker.

6. Results and Discussion
Results corresponding to the subjective tests are presented in
Table 2. NS and US approaches correspond to no time-scaling
and uniform scaling. D1 and D2 represent the acoustic category
based time scaling. Phonetic alignments were used in D1, and
mean and standard deviation were used in D2, to discriminate
between inter-word silence and intra-word silence. ND refers to
the case when they were not discriminated.

All of the approaches, except ND, perform better as com-
pared to the case when no time scaling is performed. This assures
that time scaling has not degraded the speech signal. Uniform
scaling (US), which uses a single speaking rate, under performs
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mpared to the case when separate speaking rates are used
e three acoustic categories. However, it performs better
he no time-scaling (NS) case. The two different ways to
guish inter-word silence from intra-word silence perform
lose to each other. Finally we see that if we do not discrim-
between inter-word silence and intra-word silence, in case
n-uniform scaling, the quality of the transformed speech
down drastically and is even worse than no time-scaling

n example of the time scaled speech utterances is shown
ure 2. The topmost waveform is without scaling while the

le and bottom waveforms are time scaled using uniform and
niform scaling respectively. It can be noticed that silence

ns are scaled by a different factor, as compared to that of
n-silence regions, in case of non-uniform scaling.
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